A method has been proposed for quantitative characterization of the flow behaviour of fluids, which is an important problem of applied rheology. Particle Image Velocimetry technique has been used for visualization and measurement of the velocity field. The rheometric study of the fluid is aimed at determining the character of the flow and its dynamic viscosity. It is shown that the experimental data obtained for the velocity field and the viscosity are necessary and sufficient for determining the shear stress field at each point of the flow bulk. The major part of the investigations are performed using a Newtonian fluid (epoxy resin), but some data for the nonNewtonian fluid (solution of xantan) are shown too. The flow is produced by gravity in a system of tubes (a barrel and a capillary) with different round crossections. The possibility of further improvement of the combined rheo-optical method is shown.
November/December 2001 is kept. A Krypton-Ion laser (Fig. 1a) , generating monochromatic light with a wave length l = 647.1 nm and power P = 400 mW is used. The original laser beam with a diameter of 2 mm is expanded and filtered by a optical extender. Using the cylindrical lenses the beam is collimated and modified to a vertical sheet of light with a width of 30 mm. This sheet is directed towards a diametrical crossection of the glass body. Light pulses with an appropriate duration and sequence are obtained by the electromechanical chopper (Fig. 1a) . The velocity field of flow along the height of barrel and capillary is registered after establishment of a stationary flow. Several glass body positions according to the immovable sheet of light are adjusted during the process of registration. Light reflective particles with average diameter 1 mm and an experimentally optimized concentration (0.01 wt%) are dispersed into the fluids. Double exposure photographic negatives (specklegrams) of the speckle patterns, generated by the light reflected particles, which are situated at the respective illuminated crossection in the moments of two consecutive light pulses are made. The conventional 35 mm camera (Fig. 1a) is equipped with a 180 mm focus length lens and with a high contrast photographic film. The barrel and the capillary crossections are photographed with scale factors m = 1 and m = 2, respectively. Flow velocity vectors at 32 points of each barrel diameter and at 19 points of the capillary diameter are measured using these scale factors. It means that we achieve 250 mm a minimal distance between measured vectors of velocity fields. This measurement was implemented automatically by an optical-mechanical computerized system [9] . The spesclegrams were scanned point by point with a beam generated by the low power He-Ne laser (Fig. 1b) . After diffraction from the respective small sub-area of the specklegram, the laser light generates, on the plane of the CCD camera, a pattern of parallel, straight and equidistant interference fringes. The distance between the fringes and the angle of their orientation towards a fixed direction are determined by an
INTRODUCTION
Detailed knowledge of the fluid flow behaviour in tubes is needed for optimization of various technological processes and for the solution of health problems associated with the cardiovascular system. From the viewpoint of applied rheology, a complex picture of the flow behaviour can be obtained on the basis of the velocity fields and the stresses in the flow bulk. In ref. [1] , Doppler anemometry is used for measuring the velocity field of suspension flows in tubes with round crossections. Simultaneous measurement of the pressure drop at both ends of the investigated part of the tube gives additional information, which permits obtaining the stress field. Although Doppler anemometry is a relatively accessible method which is often used for measuring the velocity profiles [1, 2] , its application is restricted to the study of steady or periodic flows. During the past decade, new optical methods of instantaneous registration of velocity fields were developed. They are: velocimetry using nuclear magnetic resonance [3, 4] , Molecular Tagging Velocimetry [5] , and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) [6] [7] [8] [9] . Among these methods, PIV has some advantages. In our paper it is attempted to visualize and measure the flow velocity field by PIV and, in combination with rheological studies, to determine the shear stresses in the fluid volume.
EXPERIMENTAL
The flows of two fluids -epoxy resin AP-1 with a density r = 1160 kg/m 3 and water solution of the biopolymer xantan (5 wt%) are studied. The rheological properties of these polymers are determined by a Brabender rotational viscometer using a "cylinder-cylinder" device with a gap e = 1.35 mm, at a temperature of 18˚C. The experiments of flow velocity profiles measurements are carried out at the same temperature. The fluid flows in the vertical cylindrical glass body ( original software [9] . The flow vector value, |V|, at the corresponding point is calculated using the relationship: (1) where l is the wave length of the laser light, F is the distance between the specklegram and camera sensor (Fig. 1b) , t is the time interval between two exposures, a is the distance between the interference fringes (Fig. 1b) , and m is the magnification of the recording optical system. The flow vectors direction is orthogonal to the fringes direction.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The velocity vectors field of epoxy resin flow is visualised and measured in all crossections of barrel and capillary. Several velocity profiles of this flow are shown in Fig. 2 . These example pro-
files characterise the flow structure at the different zones of the glass body. At a height of 20 mm from the barrel bottom the velocity profile has a relatively well developed (parabolic) form which is typical of the flow velocity profile of Newtonian fluids. The value of maximum velocity at the crossection A is V A max = 40 mm/s. The first perturbation of the velocity profile is observed at a distance of 10 mm from the capillary entrance, where the process of fluid contraction has begun. In the process of specklegrams decoding by point-wise scanning with a non-expanded laser beam (Fig.1b) , the speckle images decorrelation due to turbulence causes reduction of the interference fringes contrast at the respective points or their disappearing [8, 9] . This phenomenon determinate the vortex arias. The velocity profile B (Fig. 2 ) is measured at a distance of 6 mm from the barrel bottom. This profile belongs to the contraction zone but is outside the secondary flows at the barrel corners. The maximum velocity measured at this crossection is V B max =60 mm/s. It is seen that the velocity profile has not a parabolic form. Flow structure change is visualised in this way. The position C presents a developed velocity flow in the capillary at a distance of 3 mm from its entrance (V C max =700 mm/s). At the capillary exit the profile D is measured. The value of V D max is 450 mm/s. According to the relation l H = 0.065dR, where l H is the distance from the tube entrance at which a laminar flow has arisen, d is the diameter of the tube, and R e is the Reynolds number (at the barrel R e = 5*10 -5 , at the capillary R e = 20*10 -5 ). Well developed velocity profiles have to be expected very close to the barrel and capillary entrances. Our experiments confirm this expectation.
Due to the Newtonian behaviour of the epoxy resin (Fig. 3) , the velocity distribution of
Figure 2 (left): Schematic presentation of velocity profiles as a function of the barrel radius (A and B) and the capillary radius (C and D) (all dimensions in mm, experimental curves (Ç), analytical curves (lines)).

Figure 3 (right): The flow curve for epoxy resin (Newtonian fluid).
the flow can be approximated by the Poisoil's law:
where V max is the maximum flow velocity at the glass body axis of symmetry, R is the tube radius at the respective crossection, and r is the distance between the axis of symmetry and a point along the radius. The velocity profiles A and C are calculated using relation (2) and presented in Fig.2 . The V max values are equal to the measured maximal values. In the laminar zone of the capillary flow, where the velocity profile C is measured, very good coincidence between calculated and measured profiles exists. A significant deviation of the experimental from the analytical results is observed close to the tube walls where R -r < 1mm. A similar deviation is also observed at the crossection A. The velocity profile B cannot be approximated by the Poisoil's law (2) . It presents the converging flow at the barrel to capillary transitional zone. Because of the complicated flow behaviour in the vicinity of crossections B and D, no theoretical flow profiles are presented at this stage of our work. The important rheological property of a flow, the shear rate, can be determined after differentiation of the velocity profiles along the tube radius:
The fluid viscosity value and the flow curve are obtained experimentally by the rotational viscometer (see the flow curve in Fig. 3 ). These data are enough for determination of the shear stress function, t (r), at all crossections of the flow:
The profiles of shear stress, calculated by Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 from the respective flow velocity profiles (Fig. 2) are shown in Fig. 4 . The function t (r) determined using the Eq.2 at the crossections A and C is linear, but the functions, obtained from the measured velocity profiles at the same crossections are non-linear. This is a result of deviations of the measured velocity values from the respective calculated values. The experiments show that these deviation increase when the difference R -r decreases. Due to the absence of theoretical shear stress functions at this stage, only the shear stress functions, calculated from the measured velocity profiles at crossection B and D are presented in Fig. 4b and Fig. 4d .
Our approach to the determination of the shear stress field in the volume of a flow can also be applied to Non-Newtonian fluids. For example, this technique has been applied to an aqueous solution of the biopolymer xantan (5 wt%). The experimentally obtained data are: a flow curve (Fig. 5) , measured by a rotational viscometer and a flow velocity profile (Fig. 6 ), measured by speckle photography. The velocity pro- file of epoxy resin, measured at the same crossection, is presented in Fig. 6 at the same scale of the velocities. As can be seen, the velocity profile of the xantan solution flow is typical of Non-Newtonian fluids. Its shape is very different from the shape of the epoxy resin profile.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The Particle Image Velocimetry technique permits detailed measurements of vector Fluid Velocity Fields. The combination of this technique with rheometric measurements permits obtaining, on the basis of the measured velocity field, the shear stress field. The experimental device can be used for measuring the size of velocity vectors in the range of 15 mm/s -800 mm/s with an accuracy of 1 mm. A 250 mm minimum distance between neighbouring measured vectors in the velocity field is attained. The combined rheo-optical method is applicable to both Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids. On the basis of obtained data, a quantitative estimation of the shear stresses in different zones of the convergent flow is made.
The measurements show significant deviations of the theoretically obtained velocity profiles near the tube walls as compared to the experimentally measured profiles. This phenomenon is an object of the future investigations. Using this method, it is possible to determine the shear stress vector field of fluids with a high Reynolds number, the light source being an appropriate laser. Utilization of a photographic film for registration of the particle image patterns is in principle not a disadvantage of the method. It is possible to replace the photographic films by CCD cameras. Digital image recording and processing devices with a CCD matrix sensitive to visible or X-ray radiation and having an effective area and spatial resolution comparable with these parameters of the photographic films will be commercially available in the nearest future. Taking into account this possibility we have arrived at the conclusion that the combined use of Digital Particle Image Velocimetry and usual rheometry is a promising approach to complex quantitative analysis of the properties of a large class of fluid flows which are of interest for applied rheology and chemical engineering. 
